READER
Phosphor Plate Scanner

READER

The phosphor plates Scanner designed for capturing and storing
digital images in less time and maximum simplicity.

Fast
Reader delivers highly precise
digital images to any PC in less
than 10 seconds.

Simple
No buttons, no remote controls. Install
Reader directly to your computer
through USB connection and start
scanning. Three LED lights will
indicate the status of the process.
The whole system is wonderfully
compact, measuring just
17 x 19 x 30 cm.

Clever
Reader automatically recognizes
the plate size. Just insert the plate
and reader will start scanning.
Reader has an inner power supply
adaptor to work from 100 to 220 V.

No extra cost
Reader enables getting clear HD
images repeatedly using the same
plate, with no film processing extra
cost: No chemicals, film processor
or darkroom needed.

Reader allows
scanning
intraoral plates
from size 0 to size 3

Phosphor plates
Advantages
Reusable
Cordless
Easy to position
Flexible and thin
No discomfort for patients

Reader & plates

Scan, erase and reuse
All in one easy step
The whole process takes few
seconds. Insert the PSP into the
slot and while a sharp and clear
image appears on the screen,
an auto-erase function cleans
the plate for the next reading.

Getting HD long-lasting
images has never been
easier

Connect directly to a PC.
Connection compatible with a
standard 2.0 USB port.

DV

Dynamic and user-friendly software
TWAIN options
Easy installation
Intuitive operation

Up to 10 users

D3 DICOM 3

Compatibility

4GB RAM, USB 2.0 interface,
CPU Intel i5-2520 2.5 GHz or superior
Windows XP (SP3)/7 (32/64 bit SP1) /8 (64 bit)
Monitor 1024 x 768, 65000 colors at least

made in Italy
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